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In situ measurement of cavity length variation across the transverse
section of broad-area vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
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We present a method to measure the cavity length variations of a broad-area vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser. The method is based on the observation of an inhomogeneous nonlinear
response of the system under coherent optical injection. Due to the presence of a cavity resonance
frequency gradient in the system, the boundary of a modulational instability manifests itself as a
separation of the device in two distinct spatial regions. The observation of the position of this
boundary depending on parameters reveals the degree of homogeneity of the sample and allows a
direct measurement of the spatial variations of the cavity resonance frequency. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1608463#
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Among the coherent light sources commonly used
telecommunications, vertical-cavity surface-emitting las
~VCSELs! are of growing interest due to their considerab
improvements in terms of threshold current as well as av
able coherent optical power. In fact, they are now conside
powerful enough for either serving as pump-sources in o
cal fiber-amplifier systems1 or to act by themselves as optic
amplifiers.2,3

The vertical cavity geometry allows for intrinsic single
longitudinal mode behavior, easy coupling of the device
fiber, and high device density on the wafer. During the e
taxial growth process, some degree of~intentional or not!
radial variation in the thickness of the different bulk laye
defining the laser structure is introduced, with the result t
individual VCSELs on the same wafer have different tuni
conditions between gain peak and cavity resona
frequency.4

Among the applications of VCSELs, a particularly a
pealing one is the use of broad area devices in an amp
configuration which has been suggested5,6 for applications in
parallel data processing. Such an application is based on
generation of transverse structures which originate from
nonlinearity of the matter-field interaction in the device a
are not determined by the transverse boundary conditi
From this point of view, the uniformity of the device is
very important issue, and the nonuniformity introduced
the epitaxial growth could then be a highly limiting facto
since the cavity length varies along the chip, it is also
pected to vary in a single device, specially if broad area.

So far, estimations of the changes in cavity length alo
a broad area device are indirectly obtained by measuring
wavelength at threshold of several, small diameter VCSE

a!Electronic mail: stephane@ino.it
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placed on different points of the wafer. From here it is po
sible to calculate the value and direction of the gradient
the wafer thickness and, therefore, the cavity resonance
quency gradient of every device obtained from the wa
This method is thus based on measurements of severa
vices in the same wafer together with the information of th
respective positions on the wafer, which is only available
the manufacturer. In addition, it must be noticed that if t
temperature varies from one VCSEL to the other, the m
surement will be contaminated by the different amount
thermal shift that the cavity mode will experience. This e
fect is unavoidable in the present situation, because—du
the different tuning condition—different devices have diffe
ent threshold currents that lead to different amounts of s
heating. Assessing the magnitude of this contribution see
rather involved.

We demonstrate here a way of precisely and direc
measuring the spatial variations of the cavity resonance
quency in a single broad area device, whitout requiring a
previous information either about value or direction of t
possibly existing gradient. The method is based on the in
tion of a uniform and coherent beam into the broad a
VCSEL to be tested, which is maintained below thresh
and therefore acts as a broad-area VCSEL semicondu
optical amplifier~BA–VCSOA!. The theoretical foundation
of our method for the determination of the spatial variatio
of the cavity resonance frequency is nonlinear pattern form
tion in high Fresnel number systems.7,8 Theoretical studies of
homogeneous, high Fresnel number BA–VCSOAs5,6 have
shown that the amplified light may exhibit a uniform or no
uniform profile depending on the current injected into t
BA–VCSOA and the intensity and optical frequency of t
injection beam. These studies have shown that, for fixed
rent and optical power injected into the device, there is
range of detuning values between the longitudinal resona
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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of the cavity and the frequency of the injected optical fie
where the uniform state is unstable and gives rise to an
tical pattern through a so called ‘‘modulational instability
~MI !.9–11 The transverse wavelength of this nonuniform sp
tial structure that spans the whole system depends on
detuning between the cavity longitudinal resonance and
injection optical frequency since this parameter determi
the most unstable wave vector at the instability threshold~for
a detailed discussion see, e.g., Ref. 12!. Therefore, the exis-
tence of the MI then definesin parameter spacea region
where structures are formed and another one where the
form solution is stable. In a system where parameters dep
on space across the transverse section, we will demons
that the separation between the two regions in terms of
rameters manifests as a separation between two regionin
geometrical space. One can then associate the spatial var
tions of the output of the system with the spatial inhomo
neity of the parameters.

The VCSEL under study is an oxidized bottom emitte1

with Bragg mirrors consisting of 20.5 pairs on the botto
side and 30 pairs on the top side, and three quantum w
emitting around 970 nm close to threshold. Its diamete
150 mm. An external-cavity laser in Littmann configuratio
provides the injection beam, which can be tuned around
emission frequency of the VCSEL at threshold. After pass
through an optical isolator~Gsänger model FR 500/1100
return loss.30 dB) to avoid any disturbance due to refle
tions from the BA–VCSOA, the beam of the injection las
is prepared such that its intensity is almost uniform acr
the whole input mirror of the amplifier, and injected into
along the optical axis of the BA–VCSOA. The intensity
the injection beam is of the order of a few milliwatts b
even weaker intensities can be used, as long as this val
kept constant in time and uniform in the input plane. T
reflected output of the amplifier is monitored by a char
coupled device camera, on which we form an image of
emitted near field. Since the VCSEL is used as an ampli
no dynamics occurs,5,6 and therefore no fast detection is r
quired.

A typical output is shown in Fig. 1. As expected in su
a broad-area device, a transverse structure forms. The o
clearly shows a left part where a structure is formed, an
right part where the reflected intensity is uniform at a lo

FIG. 1. Typical near field emitted by the VCSEL below threshold under
injection of a uniform coherent field of 8 mW power. By convention, hi
reflected intensity is dark and low reflected intensity is white.
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value, these two zones being separated by a region of m
mal amplification. Moreover, the pitch of the spatial structu
uniformly decreases to the left of the device. We have her
emphasize that this asymmetry is not due to misalignmen
the injected beam: the axis of the injected beam is paralle
the emission axis of the VCSEL, and the injected beam
practically uniform over the input plane. Furthermore, ev
if one deliberately misaligns the injection beam, this asy
metry survives: although the patterns present on the left
of the device are perturbed, the right side does not show
formation of any kind of structure. Finally, the maximu
present on the rightmost part of the picture also exists w
out the injection beam and is due to a higher level of sp
taneous emission in this particular region, because of cur
crowding close to the insulating boundaries. The observa
of the spatial position of the boundary between the two
mains~with and without spatial structure! depending on pa-
rameters is at the core of the scheme that we propose.

The nature of this area of maximal amplification can
understood by recognizing that it constitutes the bound
between a spatial region where the system shows spont
ous pattern formation and the spatial region where the ou
is uniform. We recall that in a homogeneous system, for
other parameters fixed, this MI boundary is definedin pa-
rameter space onlyby a certain critical detuninguc between
the injected field frequency and the longitudinal cavity res
nance: for detunings larger thanuc a pattern develops an
viceversa. Hence, in a system where the cavity resona
varies in real spacealong one direction the MI boundar
then manifests itself as a separation between a spatial re
where transverse structures form~in the spatial region where
parameters are such that the uniform solution is unstab!,
and a uniform one~in the spatial region where parameters a
such that the uniform solution is stable!. It therefore maps
into real space the MI region in parameter space due, in
case, to the non-parallel mirrors forming the VCSEL cavi

This interpretation is further supported by the obser
tion that the position of the boundary depends on the int
sity of the injected field, as shown in Fig. 2: indeed, nume
cal and analytical studies of the homogeneous syste5,6

show thatuc depends on the intensity of the injected fiel
hence, in inhomogeneous systems the spatial variation
the cavity resonance frequency should lead to a displacem

eFIG. 2. Cut along the horizontal diameter of the near field image for diff
ent injection powers~from 1 to 8 mW from bottom to top. The differen
curves have been offset for clarity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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of the MI boundary in real space. Finally, note that in
homogeneous system, if the intensity of the injected fi
were kept constant while varying its optical frequency, t
pitch of the spatial pattern would change; hence, in an in
mogeneous system, this should produce a rigid shift of
whole pattern by displacing the boundary of the MI to t
point where the critical detuning condition is satisfied,
good agreement with our observations~see insets in Fig. 3!.

Sinceuc is linear on the frequency of the injected fiel
this allows tracking of the spatial changes in cavity length
the amplifier. As clearly seen in the insets of Fig. 3, ea
injected frequency determines a well-defined position for
MI boundary, which allows determination of the variation
the optical length of the resonator along one of its transve
dimensions. By plotting the abscissa of the MI boundary a
function of the injected field frequencyv i , we find a linear
variation of the cavity length along the horizontal dimensi
with a slope of 2.34 GHzmm21, which leads to a resonanc
frequency difference of 351 GHz between one side and
other of the amplifier. This value is in excellent agreem
with the value found from wafer measurements.4

Finally, it is worth discussing the practical measurem
limits of the method here presented. In the first place,
injected beam has to allow for fine tuning as compared to
total change in cavity resonance frequency in order to tr
the spatial changes of the MI boundary; thus, a tunable
ternal cavity laser that can be fine tuned through tempera
control should suffice in most cases. On the other hand,

FIG. 3. Abscissa of the point of space wherevc2v i5uc as a function of
the optical injection frequencyv i with respect to an arbitrary origin.
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resolution achievable with our method is only limited by t
spatial extension of the MI boundary and the correlat
length of the system. The correlation length depends on
strength of the nonlinear field-matter interaction: in order
observe the behavior described earlier, the injected inten
should not be too weak since this would lead to a broaden
of the falling edge of the boundary between the two regio
We have demonstrated here that a power of 1 mW distribu
over a device of 150mm is sufficient for a successful imple
mentation of the method if the VCSEL is close enough
threshold.

In conclusion, we have presented a method to reveal
presence of a cavity resonance frequency inhomogen
along the transverse dimension~s! of a vertical cavity surface
emitting laser. While the presence of such inhomogenei
could so far only be detected by indirect means involvi
several devices of the same chip, we have demonstrated
possibility of a direct and quantitative measurement of
variations of the cavity resonance frequency along spa
Since the method is based on nonlinear effects, some m
mal conditions in terms of optical power have to be fulfille
but we provided the demonstration that low injection pow
is sufficient for a successful application of the method.
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